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Greenglass House Dec 15 2020 At Greenglass House, a smuggler's inn, 12-year-old
Milo, the innkeepers' adopted son, plans to spend his winter holidays relaxing, but
soon guests begin arriving with strange stories about the house, sending Milo and
Meddy, the cook's daughter, on an adventure. Simultaneous eBook.
The Last House on Needless Street Jun 20 2021 *** THE THRILLING RICHARD & JUDY BOOK
CLUB PICK *** *** THE BBC TWO BETWEEN THE COVERS BOOK CLUB PICK *** 'I haven't read
anything this exciting since Gone Girl' - STEPHEN KING 'One of the most
extraordinary thrillers of the year' - DAILY MAIL 'A dark, audacious highwire act of
a novel' - GUARDIAN ________________________________________ This is the story of a
murderer. A stolen child. Revenge. This is the story of Ted, who lives with his
young daughter Lauren and his cat Olivia in an ordinary house at the end of an
ordinary street. All these things are true. And yet some of them are lies. An
unspeakable secret binds the family together, and when a new neighbour moves in next
door, the truth may destroy them all. Because there's something buried in the dark
forest at the end of Needless Street. But it's not what you think... From the
multiple award-winning author of Little Eve and Rawblood, this extraordinary tale
will thrill and move readers. A work of incredible imagination and heartbreaking
beauty. *** FILM RIGHTS OPTIONED BY IMAGINARIUM PRODUCTIONS *** *** RIGHTS SOLD IN
TWENTY TERRITORIES *** ________________________________________ 'Catriona Ward is
the new face of literary dark fiction' - SARAH PINBOROUGH 'Books like this don't
come around too often' - JOANNE HARRIS 'Believe the hype... a masterclass' - KIRAN
MILLWOOD HARGRAVE 'A chilling and beautiful masterpiece of suspense. I was
completely enthralled' - JOE HILL 'A masterpiece. Beautiful, heartbreaking and
quietly uplifting' - ALEX NORTH
The Path to Sunshine Cove Jul 10 2020 “Thayne is a master at creating richly
dimensional and kind characters from different generations who find themselves
facing difficult challenges.”—Booklist With the emotional pull of Debbie Macomber,
Barbara Delinsky and Susan Wiggs, RaeAnne Thayne brings readers an uplifting, brand
new story told with her trademark charm and heart. She knows what’s best for
everyone but herself… With a past like hers, Jessica Clayton feels safer in a life
spent on the road. She’s made a career out of helping others downsize—because she’s
learned the hard way that the less “stuff,” the better, a policy she applies equally
to her relationships. But a new client is taking Jess back to Cape Sanctuary, a town
she once called home…and that her little sister, Rachel, still does. The years apart
haven’t made a dent in the guilt Jess still carries after a handgun took the lives
of both their parents and changed everything between them. While Jess couldn’t wait
to put the miles between her and Cape Sanctuary, Rachel put down roots, content for

the world—and her sister—to think she has a picture-perfect life. But with the
demands of her youngest child’s disability, Rachel’s marriage has begun to fray at
the seams. She needs her sister now more than ever, yet she’s learned from painful
experience that Jessica doesn’t do family, and she shouldn’t count on her now.
Against her judgment, Jess finds herself becoming attached—to her sister and her
family, even to her client’s interfering son, Nate—and it’s time to put everything
on the line. Does she continue running from her painful past, or stay put and make
room for the love and joy that come along with it? Return to Hope’s Crossing this
Christmas in New York Times bestselling author RaeAnne Thayne’s latest heartwarming
story of matchmaking at the holidays, All is Bright!
The Glass House Dec 03 2019
The House We Grew Up In Dec 27 2021 When their picture-perfect Cotswold village
family life with a perpetually young father and hippy mother is shattered by a
tragic Easter weekend, four siblings pursue separate adult lives before a reunion
reveals astonishing truths. By the author of Before I Met You.
Landor's Cottage Jan 04 2020 This vintage book contains Edgar Allen Poe’s 1849
short story, “Landor's Cottage”. Unlike the majority of Poe’s work, this story is
devoid of mystery, murder, and the macabre; instead, it is a detailed and masterful
description of a lone cottage. A perfect example of Poe’s famous descriptive
prowess, “Landor's Cottage” will appeal to fans of his marvellous work, and is not
to be missed by the discerning collector. Edgar Allan Poe (1809–1849) was an
American author, editor, poet, and critic. Most famous for his stories of mystery
and horror, he was one of the first American short story writers, and is widely
considered to be the inventor of the detective fiction genre. Many antiquarian books
such as this are becoming increasingly rare and expensive. We are republishing this
volume now in an affordable, high-quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author.
Neil Gaiman's Snow, Glass, Apples Apr 06 2020 Winner of the 2020 Bram Stoker Award®
for Superior Achievement in a Graphic Novel! A chilling fantasy retelling of the
Snow White fairy tale by New York Times bestselling creators Neil Gaiman and Colleen
Doran! A not-so-evil queen is terrified of her monstrous stepdaughter and determined
to repel this creature and save her kingdom from a world where happy endings aren't
so happily ever after. From the Hugo, Bram Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy, Nebula
award-winning, and New York Times bestselling writer Neil Gaiman (American Gods)
comes this graphic novel adaptation by Colleen Doran (Troll Bridge)!
The Glass Cottage Jul 02 2022 Could a nineteenth-century diary be the answer to
Abigail's prayers?Iris wanted nothing more than to live her own adventure. But on
the tails of the Colorado gold rush, a certain discovery could upend her world
before it's even begun. Over a hundred years later, Abigail Prescott returns to the
sleepy mountain town she once called home to help her great Aunt Josie restore the
old antique shop, The Glass Cottage. Looking for peace and God's direction for her
life, the last thing she expected to encounter was a ghost from her past-Benjamin
Greene-her childhood best friend. The boy who got away.Is this just a coincidence,
or could it be the start of something greater? Together, Ben and Abigail work to fix
up the shop and stumble upon an old journal. With more questions than answers,
Abigail embarks on a journey of self-discovery to track down the mysterious Iris,
but the truth is not always what it seems. In this tale of friendship, love lost,
and love found, Abigail must decide for herself: Is every story worth saving, and if
so, at what cost?
On a Quiet Street May 20 2021 The perfect neighborhood can be the perfect place to
hide… Who wouldn’t want to live in Brighton Hills? This exclusive community on the
Oregon coast is the perfect mix of luxury and natural beauty. Stunning houses nestle
beneath mighty Douglas firs, and lush backyards roll down to the lakefront. It’s the
kind of place where neighbors look out for one another. Sometimes a little too
closely… Cora thinks her husband, Finn, is cheating—she just needs to catch him in

the act. That’s where Paige comes in. Paige lost her son to a hit-and-run last year,
and she’s drowning in the kind of grief that makes people do reckless things like
spying on the locals, searching for proof that her son’s death was no accident…and
agreeing to Cora’s plan to reveal what kind of man Finn really is. All the while,
their reclusive new neighbor, Georgia, is acting more strangely every day. But what
could such a lovely young mother possibly be hiding? When you really start to look
beyond the airy open floor plans and marble counters, Brighton Hills is filled with
secrets. Some big, some little, some deadly. And one by one, they’re about to be
revealed… “A writer to watch.” —Publishers Weekly
The Daughters of Foxcote Manor Aug 23 2021 THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER, “A
captivating mystery: beautifully written, with a rich sense of place, a cast of
memorable characters, and lots of deep, dark secrets.”—Kate Morton, New York Times
bestselling author of The Clockmaker's Daughter “Extraordinary…Absolutely her best
yet.”—Lisa Jewell, New York Times bestselling author of The Family Upstairs Three
generations. Three daughters. One house of secrets. The truth can shatter everything
. . . When the Harrington family discovers an abandoned baby deep in the woods, they
decide to keep her a secret and raise her as their own. But within days a body is
found in the grounds of their house and their perfect new family implodes. Years
later, Sylvie, seeking answers to nagging questions about her life, is drawn into
the wild beautiful woods where nothing is quite what it seems. Will she unearth the
truth? And dare she reveal it? (Published in the UK as The Glass House) “The
Daughters of Foxcote Manor is not really about a murder, or a creepy house, but
about families - the ones we're born into, the ones we make and especially the ones
we flee.”—The New York Times One of the New York Times "Novels of Suspense and
Isolation" One of The Washington Posts' Best New Audiobooks One of Bustle's Most
Anticipated Books of Summer One of PopSugar's Best Books of July One of New York
Posts Best Books of the Week
The Paper Palace Jun 08 2020 REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE THE PAPER PALACE IS: “Filled with
secrets, love, lies and a summer beach house. What more could you ask?”—Parade “A
deeply emotional love story…the unraveling of secrets, lies and a very complex love
triangle.” —Reese Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club July ’21 Pick) "Nail-biting." —Town
& Country “A magnificent page-turner.” —Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney, New York Times
bestselling author “[An] irresistible placement of a complicated family in a
bewitching place.” —The New York Times A story of summer, secrets, love, and lies:
in the course of a singular day on Cape Cod, one woman must make a life-changing
decision that has been brewing for decades. “This house, this place, knows all my
secrets.” It is a perfect August morning, and Elle, a fifty-year-old happily married
mother of three, awakens at “The Paper Palace”—the family summer place which she has
visited every summer of her life. But this morning is different: last night Elle and
her oldest friend Jonas crept out the back door into the darkness and had sex with
each other for the first time, all while their spouses chatted away inside. Now,
over the next twenty-four hours, Elle will have to decide between the life she has
made with her genuinely beloved husband, Peter, and the life she always imagined she
would have had with her childhood love, Jonas, if a tragic event hadn’t forever
changed the course of their lives. As Heller colors in the experiences that have led
Elle to this day, we arrive at her ultimate decision with all its complexity. Tender
yet devastating, The Paper Palace considers the tensions between desire and dignity,
the legacies of abuse, and the crimes and misdemeanors of families.
Sea Glass Apr 30 2022 The year is 1929 and Honora Beecher and her husband, Sexton,
are just settling into a new marriage and a cottage on the coast of New Hampshire.
While Honora fixes up the derelict house and searches for bits of sea glass on the
beach, Sexton risks everything they own to buy the house they both love. Along with
millions of other Americans, he is blindsided by the stock market crash and finds
himself penniless. The only work he can find is at a nearby mill, where a labour

conflict is erupting into violence. Shaken by forces they scarcely understand,
Honora and Sexton try to build a marriage and home while overwhelmed by passions of
every kind. Writing with the power and immediacy that have made her novels
bestsellers, Shreve unfolds interlocking lives, each with its own share of love,
loss and challenge. This is another gripping and unforgettable story of the human
heart from one of the most accomplished novelists of our time.
The Glass Hotel Oct 25 2021 The New York Times bestselling novel, from the author
of Station Eleven. 'A perfect post-lockdown read' – Sunday Times 'Elegant, haunting'
– The Times 'A damn fine novel . . . evocative and immersive' – George R. R. Martin
Vincent is the beautiful bartender at the exclusive Hotel Caiette. When New York
financier Jonathan Alkaitis walks into the hotel and hands her his card, it is the
beginning of their life together. That same night, a hooded figure scrawls a note on
the windowed wall of the hotel: ‘Why don’t you swallow broken glass.’ Leon Prevant,
a shipping executive, sees the note from the hotel bar and is shaken to his core.
When Alkaitis's investment fund is revealed to be a Ponzi scheme, Leon loses his
retirement savings in the fallout, but Vincent seemingly walks away unscathed.
Until, a decade later, she disappears from the deck of one of Leon's ships . . .
Starting Over At Sunset Cottage Apr 18 2021 Do you love someone enough to let them
go? It was love at first sight when talented art student Felicity “Flick” JohnstonHart and Jim MacDuff’s worlds collided at Oxford University. However, after years of
blissful marriage, everything crashes down when their marriage comes to a painful
and abrupt end, thanks to Flick’s interfering mother Penelope. Finally succumbing to
maternal pressure, Flick falls into the high-flying career her mother believed she
was destined for. However, she soon realises life without Jim isn’t all she’d hoped,
and that some decisions, once made, cannot be undone. Meanwhile, Jim is settling
back into life as a single man in the beautiful Highland village of Shieldaig, when
an unexpected visitor brings painful news. A letter from beyond the grave leads him
to do something he never imagined and takes him on a journey he didn’t anticipate.
Can either of them heal and truly move on? Or is it true that a broken heart can
never be a blank canvas? This book was previously published as Through the Glass.
The Glass Room Nov 13 2020 Summary: "Cool. Balanced. Modern. The precisions of
science, the wild variance of lust, the catharsis of confession and the fear of
failure - these are things that happen in the Glass Room. High on a Czechoslovak
hill, the Landauer House shines as a wonder of steel and glass and onyx built
specially for newlyweds Viktor and Liesel Landauer, a Jew married to a gentile. But
the radiant honesty of 1930 that the house, with its unique Glass Room, seems to
engender quickly tarnishes as the storm clouds of WW2 gather, and eventually the
family must flee, accompanied by Viktor's lover and her child. But the house's story
is far from over, and as it passes from hand to hand, from Czech to Russian, both
the best and the worst of the history of Eastern Europe becomes somehow embodied and
perhaps emboldened within the beautiful and austere surfaces and planes so carefully
designed, until events become full-circle."--Publisher's website.
A House Among the Trees Mar 06 2020 From the National Book Award–winning author of
Three Junes, a richly imagined novel that begins just after the sudden death of
world-renowned children’s book author Mort Lear, who leaves behind a wholly
unexpected will, an idyllic country house, and difficult secrets about a childhood
far darker than those of the beloved characters he created for young readers of all
ages. Left to grapple with the consequences of his final wishes are Tommy Daulair,
his longtime live-in assistant; Merry Galarza, a museum curator betrayed by those
wishes; and Nick Greene, a beguiling actor preparing to play Lear in a movie. When
Nick pays a visit to Lear’s home, he and Tommy confront what it means to be
entrusted with the great writer’s legacy and reputation. Tommy realizes that despite
his generous bequest, the man to whom she devoted decades of her life has left her
with grave doubts about her past as well as her future. Vivid and gripping, filled
with insight and humor, A House Among the Trees is an unforgettable story about

friendship and love, artistic ambition, the perils of fame, and the sacrifices made
by those who serve the demands of a creative genius.
The Glass Room Jul 22 2021 Honeymooners Viktor and Liesel Landauer are filled with
the optimism and cultural vibrancy of central Europe of the 1920s when they meet
modernist architect Rainer von Abt. He builds for them a home to embody their
exuberant faith in the future, and the Landauer House becomes an instant
masterpiece. Viktor and Liesel, a rich Jewish mogul married to a thoughtful, modern
gentile, pour all of their hopes for their marriage and budding family into their
stunning new home, filling it with children, friends, and a generation of artists
and thinkers eager to abandon old-world European style in favor of the new and the
avant-garde. But as life intervenes, their new home also brings out their most
passionate desires and darkest secrets. As Viktor searches for a warmer, less
challenging comfort in the arms of another woman, and Liesel turns to her wild,
mischievous friend Hana for excitement, the marriage begins to show signs of strain.
The radiant honesty and idealism of 1930 quickly evaporate beneath the storm clouds
of World War II. As Nazi troops enter the country, the family must leave their old
life behind and attempt to escape to America before Viktor's Jewish roots draw Nazi
attention, and before the family itself dissolves. As the Landauers struggle for
survival abroad, their home slips from hand to hand, from Czech to Nazi to Soviet
possession and finally back to the Czechoslovak state, with new inhabitants always
falling under the fervent and unrelenting influence of the Glass Room. Its
crystalline perfection exerts a gravitational pull on those who know it, inspiring
them, freeing them, calling them back, until the Landauers themselves are finally
drawn home to where their story began. Brimming with barely contained passion and
cruelty, the precision of science, the wild variance of lust, the catharsis of
confession, and the fear of failure - the Glass Room contains it all.
Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator May 08 2020 New edition, with fresh Quentin
Blake cover, of the superb sequel to the ever-popular CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE
FACTORY as well as a whole new exciting end section about Roald Dahl and his world.
The House Across the Lake Nov 01 2019 THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Named a
most anticipated summer book by USA Today, People, E! News, Cosmopolitan, PureWow,
CNN.com, New York Post, CrimeReads, POPSUGAR, and more The bestselling author of
Final Girls and Survive the Night is back with his “best plot twist yet.” (People,
"Best Summer Books") Be careful what you watch for . . . Casey Fletcher, a recently
widowed actress trying to escape a streak of bad press, has retreated to the peace
and quiet of her family’s lake house in Vermont. Armed with a pair of binoculars and
several bottles of bourbon, she passes the time watching Tom and Katherine Royce,
the glamorous couple living in the house across the lake. They make for good
viewing—a tech innovator, Tom is powerful; and a former model, Katherine is
gorgeous. One day on the lake, Casey saves Katherine from drowning, and the two
strike up a budding friendship. But the more they get to know each other—and the
longer Casey watches—it becomes clear that Katherine and Tom’s marriage isn’t as
perfect as it appears. When Katherine suddenly vanishes, Casey immediately suspects
Tom of foul play. What she doesn’t realize is that there’s more to the story than
meets the eye—and that shocking secrets can lurk beneath the most placid of
surfaces. Packed with sharp characters, psychological suspense, and gasp-worthy plot
twists, Riley Sager’s The House Across the Lake is the ultimate escapist read . . .
no lake house required.
LOOKING GLASS SOUND Mar 18 2021
The Cottage at Glass Beach LP Nov 06 2022 Married to the youngest attorney general
in Massachusetts state history, Nora Cunningham is a picture-perfect political wife
and mother. But her carefully constructed life falls to pieces when she, along with
the rest of the world, learns of her husband's infidelity. Humiliated, Nora packs up
her young daughters and takes refuge on Burke's Island, off the coast of Maine. Nora
spent her first five years on the island but has not been back for decades—not since

that long ago summer when her mother disappeared at sea. One night while sitting
alone on Glass Beach below the cottage where she spent her childhood, Nora succumbs
to grief, her tears flowing into the ocean. Days later she finds a fisherman, Owen
Kavanagh, shipwrecked on the rocks nearby. Is he, as her aunt's friend Polly
suggests, a selkie—a mythical being of island legend—summoned by her heartbreak, or
simply someone who, like Nora, is trying to find his way in the wake of his own
personal struggles?
A House Among the Trees Feb 14 2021 From the National Book Award–winning author of
Three Junes, a richly imagined novel that begins just after the sudden death of
world-renowned children’s book author Mort Lear, who leaves behind a wholly
unexpected will, an idyllic country house, and difficult secrets about a childhood
far darker than those of the beloved characters he created for young readers of all
ages. Left to grapple with the consequences of his final wishes are Tommy Daulair,
his longtime live-in assistant; Merry Galarza, a museum curator betrayed by those
wishes; and Nick Greene, a beguiling actor preparing to play Lear in a movie. When
Nick pays a visit to Lear’s home, he and Tommy confront what it means to be
entrusted with the great writer’s legacy and reputation. Tommy realizes that despite
his generous bequest, the man to whom she devoted decades of her life has left her
with grave doubts about her past as well as her future. Vivid and gripping, filled
with insight and humor, A House Among the Trees is an unforgettable story about
friendship and love, artistic ambition, the perils of fame, and the sacrifices made
by those who serve the demands of a creative genius.
House of Glass Hearts Jun 01 2022 Seamlessly blending history with myth, HOUSE OF
GLASS HEARTS follows a Pakistani-American teen's ruthless quest to find her missing
sibling, even if the truth would reveal her grandfather's devastating secret and
tear her family apart.
House of Leaves Oct 13 2020 “A novelistic mosaic that simultaneously reads like a
thriller and like a strange, dreamlike excursion into the subconscious.” —The New
York Times Years ago, when House of Leaves was first being passed around, it was
nothing more than a badly bundled heap of paper, parts of which would occasionally
surface on the Internet. No one could have anticipated the small but devoted
following this terrifying story would soon command. Starting with an odd assortment
of marginalized youth -- musicians, tattoo artists, programmers, strippers,
environmentalists, and adrenaline junkies -- the book eventually made its way into
the hands of older generations, who not only found themselves in those strangely
arranged pages but also discovered a way back into the lives of their estranged
children. Now this astonishing novel is made available in book form, complete with
the original colored words, vertical footnotes, and second and third appendices. The
story remains unchanged, focusing on a young family that moves into a small home on
Ash Tree Lane where they discover something is terribly wrong: their house is bigger
on the inside than it is on the outside. Of course, neither Pulitzer Prize-winning
photojournalist Will Navidson nor his companion Karen Green was prepared to face the
consequences of that impossibility, until the day their two little children wandered
off and their voices eerily began to return another story -- of creature darkness,
of an ever-growing abyss behind a closet door, and of that unholy growl which soon
enough would tear through their walls and consume all their dreams.
Starting Over at Acorn Cottage Jan 28 2022 Buying a thatched cottage in the country
may not be the usual cure for a broken heart. But for devastated Clara Maxwell,
packing her bags and leaving London behind feels like the only way forward.
The Glass House Jun 28 2019 Beatrice Colin's The Glass House is a gorgeously
transporting novel filled with turn-of-the-century detail and lush blooms, about two
women from vastly different worlds Scotland, 1912. Antonia McCulloch’s life hasn’t
gone the way she planned. She and her husband, Malcolm, have drifted apart; her
burgeoning art career came to nothing; and when she looks in the mirror, she sees
disappointment. But at least she will always have Balmarra, her family’s grand

Scottish estate, and its exquisite glass house, filled with exotic plants that can
take her far away. When her estranged brother’s wife, Cicely Pick, arrives
unannounced, with her young daughter and enough trunks to last the summer, Antonia
is instantly suspicious. What besides an inheritance dispute could have brought her
glamorous sister-in-law all the way from India? Still, Cicely introduces excitement
and intrigue into Antonia’s life, and, as they get to know one another, Antonia
realizes that Cicely has her own burdens to bear. Slowly, a fragile friendship grows
between them. But when the secrets each are keeping become too explosive to conceal,
the truth threatens their uneasy balance and the course of their entire lives.
The Glass Palace Oct 01 2019 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND LOS ANGELES TIMES “A rich, layered
epic that probes the meaning of identity and homeland— a literary territory that is
as resonant now, in our globalized culture, as it was when the sun never set on the
British Empire.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review Set in Burma during the British
invasion of 1885, this masterly novel tells the story of Rajkumar, a poor boy lifted
on the tides of political and social chaos, who goes on to create an empire in the
Burmese teak forest. When soldiers force the royal family out of the Glass Palace
and into exile, Rajkumar befriends Dolly, a young woman in the court of the Burmese
Queen, whose love will shape his life. He cannot forget her, and years later, as a
rich man, he goes in search of her. The struggles that have made Burma, India, and
Malaya the places they are today are illuminated in this wonderful novel by the
writer Chitra Divakaruni calls “a master storyteller.” Praise for The Glass Palace
“An absorbing story of a world in transition, brought to life through characters who
love and suffer with equal intensity.”—J. M. Coetzee “There is no denying Ghosh’s
command of culture and history. . . . [He] proves a writer of supreme skill and
intelligence.”—The Atlantic Monthly “I will never forget the young and old Rajkumar,
Dolly, the Princesses, the forests of teak, the wealth that made families and wars.
A wonderful novel. An incredible story.”—Grace Paley “A novelist of dazzling
ingenuity.”—San Francisco Chronicle
The Dutch House Jan 16 2021 Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize New York Times
Bestseller | A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick | A New York Times Book
Review Notable Book | TIME Magazine's 100 Must-Read Books of 2019 Named one of the
Best Books of the Year by NPR, The Washington Post; O: The Oprah Magazine, Real
Simple, Good Housekeeping, Vogue, Refinery29, and Buzzfeed Ann Patchett, the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Commonwealth, delivers her most powerful novel to
date: a richly moving story that explores the indelible bond between two siblings,
the house of their childhood, and a past that will not let them go. The Dutch House
is the story of a paradise lost, a tour de force that digs deeply into questions of
inheritance, love and forgiveness, of how we want to see ourselves and of who we
really are. At the end of the Second World War, Cyril Conroy combines luck and a
single canny investment to begin an enormous real estate empire, propelling his
family from poverty to enormous wealth. His first order of business is to buy the
Dutch House, a lavish estate in the suburbs outside of Philadelphia. Meant as a
surprise for his wife, the house sets in motion the undoing of everyone he loves.
The story is told by Cyril’s son Danny, as he and his older sister, the brilliantly
acerbic and self-assured Maeve, are exiled from the house where they grew up by
their stepmother. The two wealthy siblings are thrown back into the poverty their
parents had escaped from and find that all they have to count on is one another. It
is this unshakeable bond between them that both saves their lives and thwarts their
futures. Set over the course of five decades, The Dutch House is a dark fairy tale
about two smart people who cannot overcome their past. Despite every outward sign of
success, Danny and Maeve are only truly comfortable when they’re together.
Throughout their lives they return to the well-worn story of what they’ve lost with
humor and rage. But when at last they’re forced to confront the people who left them
behind, the relationship between an indulged brother and his ever-protective sister

is finally tested.
The Glass Lake Jul 30 2019 Kit McMahon lives in the small Irish town of Lough
Glass, where everyone knows everyone; children who walk to school together grow up
and become sweethearts and marry, people gossip and grumble and dream their lives
away. For it is a place where change comes slowly. Until one day, beautiful,
mysterious Helen McMahon disappears, presumed drowned in the lake, and then the
gossip runs wild. The consequences for Helen's husband, her son, but above all for
her daughter, Kit, are unimaginable and will leave not one of their lives unchanged.
Stalker Aug 30 2019 Someone is always watching...
Rose Cottage Feb 03 2020 'Vivid, enthralling, absolutely first class' Daily Mail
Summer, 1947. Kate Herrick, widowed in the war, returns to Rose Cottage, her
childhood home, to retrieve a few family papers before the house is sold. But Rose
Cottage is not the idyllic paradise she remembers from her childhood. The papers
themselves are missing, and neighbours tell stories of night-time prowlers. Kate
discovers that the long shadow of an old secret lies over the house, and in bringing
Rose Cottage into the light she will finally be forced to confront the truth of her
own past. Beyond the weedy garden with its riot of rose bushes, nothing had changed.
The beck, wide here and quiet, slid past below the bridge. Willows and wild roses,
cuckoo pint and king cups, and a wood pigeon crooning in the elms. And someone
crossing the bridge to approach the garden gate. Someone I knew well... Mary
Stewart's last novel, Rose Cottage is a classic of her writing. Featuring a sparky
heroine, an exceptional eye for detail, romance, intrigue and the gentle promise of
a bright future, Rose Cottage is a must-read for all fans... and everyone who loves
a good story beautifully told. 'There are few to equal Mary Stewart' Daily Telegraph
'A comfortable chair and a Mary Stewart: total heaven. I'd rather read her than most
other authors' Harriet Evans
SEA GLASS COTTAGE Aug 03 2022
In a Glass House Feb 26 2022 After a harrowing voyage from Italy, during which his
mother died, seven-year-old Vittorio arrives in Canada with his newborn half-sister,
and is reunited with his estranged father, a dark, isolated, and angry figure he
hardly knows. The story that follows spans two decades of Vittorio’s life within an
immigrant Italian farming community in Southwestern Ontario, through his university
years, and then into Africa where he goes to teach. At the centre of Vittorio’s
existence is his strained relationship with his father and with his half-sister,
Rita.In a Glass Houseis a haunting tale about perseverance and longed-for
redemption. Ricci juxtaposes the intimate, complex world of family, with “its
shadowy intricate web of alliances,” against the dislocations of the immigrant
experience. The result is a richly textured and memorable novel. From the Hardcover
edition.
The Sea Glass Cottage Oct 05 2022 From the New York Times bestselling author
RaeAnne Thayne comes a brand-new novel for fans of Debbie Macomber and Susan Wiggs.
RaeAnne Thayne tells the story of an emotional homecoming that brings hope and
healing to three generations of women. The life Olivia Harper always dreamed of
isn’t so dreamy these days. The 16-hour work days are unfulfilling and so are things
with her on-again, off-again boyfriend. But when she hears that her estranged
mother, Juliet, has been seriously injured, Liv has no choice but to pack up her
life and head home to beautiful Cape Sanctuary on the Northern California coast.
It’s just for a few months—that’s what Liv keeps telling herself. But the closer she
gets to Cape Sanctuary, the painful memories start flooding back: Natalie, her
vibrant, passionate older sister who downward-spiraled into addiction. The fights
with her mother who enabled her sister at every turn. The overdose that took
Natalie, leaving her now-teenaged daughter, Caitlin, an orphan. As Liv tries to
balance her own needs with those of her injured mother and an obstinate, resentful
fifteen-year-old, it becomes clear that all three Harper women have been keeping
heartbreaking secrets from one another. And as those secrets are revealed, Liv,

Juliet, and Caitlin will see that it’s never too late—or too early—to heal family
wounds and find forgiveness. Return to Hope’s Crossing this Christmas in New York
Times bestselling author RaeAnne Thayne’s latest heartwarming story of matchmaking
at the holidays, All is Bright!
The Glass Castle Aug 11 2020 A triumphant tale of a young woman and her difficult
childhood, The Glass Castle is a remarkable memoir of resilience, redemption, and a
revelatory look into a family at once deeply dysfunctional and wonderfully vibrant.
Jeannette Walls was the second of four children raised by anti-institutional parents
in a household of extremes.
The Cottage Mar 30 2022 The gripping new thriller with a difference from
internationally bestselling author Lisa Stone
Behind Closed Doors Sep 11 2020 ***The Million-copy International Bestseller*** ‘If
you love The Girl on the Train read Behind Closed Doors’ Elle ‘Twists our
expectations of the entire psychological thriller genre’ Guardian
The Sound of Glass Nov 25 2021 The New York Times bestselling author of the Tradd
Street novels explores a Southern family’s buried history, which will change the
life of the woman who unearths it, secret by shattering secret. Two years after the
death of her husband, Merritt Heyward receives unexpected news—Cal’s family home in
Beaufort, South Carolina, bequeathed by his reclusive grandmother, now belongs to
Merritt. In Beaufort, the secrets of Cal’s unspoken-of past reside among the pluff
mud and jasmine of the ancestral Heyward home on the Bluff. This unknown legacy, now
Merritt’s, will change and define her as she navigates her new life—a life
complicated by the arrival of her too young stepmother and ten-year-old half
brother. Soon, in this house of strangers, Merritt is forced into unraveling the
Heyward family past as she faces her own fears and finds the healing she needs in
the salt air of the Lowcountry.
Broken Glass Sep 23 2021 The true story of the intimate relationship that gave
birth to the Farnsworth House, a masterpiece of twentieth-century architecture—and
disintegrated into a bitter feud over love, money, gender, and the very nature of
art. “An intimate portrait . . . alive with architectural intrigue.”—Architect
Magazine In 1945, Edith Farnsworth asked the German architect Mies van der Rohe,
already renowned for his avant-garde buildings, to design a weekend home for her
outside of Chicago. Edith was a woman ahead of her time—unmarried, she was a
distinguished medical researcher, as well as an accomplished violinist, translator,
and poet. The two quickly began spending weekends together, talking philosophy,
Catholic mysticism, and, of course, architecture over wine-soaked picnic lunches.
Their personal and professional collaboration would produce the Farnsworth House,
one of the most important works of architecture of all time, a blindingly original
structure made up almost entirely of glass and steel. But the minimalist marvel,
built in 1951, was plagued by cost overruns and a sudden chilling of the two
friends’ mutual affection. Though the building became world famous, Edith found it
impossible to live in, because of its constant leaks, flooding, and complete lack of
privacy. Alienated and aggrieved, she lent her name to a public campaign against
Mies, cheered on by Frank Lloyd Wright. Mies, in turn, sued her for unpaid monies.
The ensuing lengthy trial heard evidence of purported incompetence by an acclaimed
architect, and allegations of psychological cruelty and emotional trauma. A
commercial dispute litigated in a rural Illinois courthouse became a trial of
modernist art and architecture itself. Interweaving personal drama and cultural
history, Alex Beam presents a stylish, enthralling narrative tapestry, illuminating
the fascinating history behind one of the twentieth century’s most beautiful and
significant architectural projects.
House of Glass Sep 04 2022 The Sunday Times bestseller 'An utterly engrossing book'
Nigella Lawson 'Remarkable and gripping' Edmund de Waal 'A near-perfect study of
Jewish identity in the 20th century ... I don't hesitate to call it a masterpiece'
Telegraph After her grandmother died, Hadley Freeman travelled to her apartment to

try and make sense of a woman she'd never really known. Sala Glass was a European
expat in America - defiantly clinging to her French influences, famously reserved,
fashionable to the end - yet to Hadley much of her life remained a mystery. Sala's
experience of surviving one of the most tumultuous periods in modern history was
never spoken about. When Hadley found a shoebox filled with her grandmother's
treasured belongings, it started a decade-long quest to find out their haunting
significance and to dig deep into the extraordinary lives of Sala and her three
brothers. The search takes Hadley from Picasso's archives in Paris to a secret room
in a farmhouse in Auvergne to Long Island and to Auschwitz. By piecing together
letters, photos and an unpublished memoir, Hadley brings to life the full story of
the Glass siblings for the first time: Alex's past as a fashion couturier and friend
of Dior and Chagall; trusting and brave Jacques, a fierce patriot for his adopted
country; and the brilliant Henri who hid in occupied France - each of them made
extraordinary bids for survival during the Second World War. And alongside her greatuncles' extraordinary acts of courage in Vichy France, Hadley discovers her
grandmother's equally heroic but more private form of female self-sacrifice. A
moving memoir following the Glass siblings throughout the course of the twentiethcentury as they each make their own bid for survival, House of Glass explores
assimilation, identity and home - issues that are deeply relevant today.
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